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Methodology



Pre-processing

• Retained 19 content-bearing XML fields

- <isbn>, <title>, <publisher>, <editorial>, 
<creator>, <series>, <award>, <character>, 
<place>, <blurber>, <epigraph>, <firstwords>, 
<lastwords>, <quotation>, <dewey>, <subject>, 
<browseNode>, <review>, and <tag>



Indexing

• Created six different indexes

- All fields (all-doc-fields)

- Metadata (metadata)

- Content (content)

- Controlled metadata (controlled-metadata)

- Tags (tags)

- User reviews (reviews)



Topics

• Three different topic representations

- Query (query)

- Three original topic fields combined (all-topic-
fields)

‣ Title, group, narrative

- All four topic fields combined (all-plus-query)

‣ Title, group, narrative, query



Content-based retrieval



Approach

• Optimized retrieval parameters using all-topic-
fields topic representation on 2012 topic set

- Query field is new addition in 2013

• Algorithm

- Language modeling using JM smoothing

- λ optimized in steps of 0.1 in [0, 1] range

- Stopword filtering & Krovetz stemming



Optimization resultsTable 1. Results of the 16 different content-based retrieval runs on the training set us-
ing NDCG@10 as evaluation metric. Best-performing runs for each topic representation are
printed in bold.

Document fields

Topic fields

title all-topic-fields

metadata 0.0915 0.2015
content 0.0108 0.0115
controlled-metadata 0.0406 0.0496
controlled-metadata-plus 0.0514 0.0691
tags 0.0792 0.2056
reviews 0.1041 0.2832
all-doc-fields 0.1129 0.3058

all-doc-fields-plus 0.1120 0.3029

all-topic-fields set consistently outperforms the title topic set. These findings are all
in line with our 2011 results [2].

Finally, we observe that the content and controlled-metadata indexes result in
the worst retrieval performance across all four topic sets. Adding the extra BL/LoC
controlled metadata has a positive effect on retrieving over only controlled meta-
data: the controlled-metadata-plus index outperforms the controlled-metadata on
both topic sets. However, the adding this additional BL/LoC metadata to the in-
dex containing all document fields (all-doc-fields-plus) actually causes a small but
surprising drop in performance. This suggests that for some topics the existing doc-
ument fields better describe the documents than the information present in the
BL/LoC fields.

4 Social Re-ranking

The inclusion of user-generated metadata in the Amazon/LibraryThing collection
gives the track participants the opportunity to examine the effectiveness of using
social features to re-rank or improve the initial content-based search results. One
such a source of social data are the tags assigned by LibraryThing users to the
books in the collection. The results in the previous section showed that even when
treating these as a simple content-based representation of the collection using our
tags index, we can achieve relatively good performance.

However, there are still many topics for which performance is sub-par, with
many possible reasons for this performance gap. One explanation could be differ-
ences in document field sparsity, which could cause certain indexes to underperform
for particular topics. The well-known vocabulary problem [5] could be another
explanation, resulting in mismatches between synonymous query and document
terms. Finally, content-based matches are no guarantee for high-quality recommen-
dations, merely for on-topic recommendations.

To remedy these problems, we explore the use of social features for re-ranking
the content-based search results in this section. We experiment with re-ranking
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Optimization results



Submitted runs



Submitted runs

• Three submitted runs

- Run 1: query.all-doc-fields

- Run 2: all-topic-fields.all-doc-fields

- Run 3: all-plus-fields.all-doc-fields



Results

• Again, combining more representations = better 
performance!



What now?



Do we have a problem?

• Best run does nothing fancy!

- All topics representations + all document fields 
outperforms anything else we can throw at this

- So nothing fancy we do has any effect?

- What’s next...?

as measured by 

NDCG@10



What have we done so far?



What have we done so far?

• Standard retrieval

- Typically using Indri w/ stopword filtering and 
Krovetz stemming

- Different combinations of document fields & 
topic representations

- Most participants have an all-fields run, but 
results are not the same!

- Feature selection techniques show some 
promise here for determining optimal field set!



What have we done so far?

• Re-ranking of retrieved books based on

- Book ratings (4 times)

- Review helpfulness (4)

- Tag overlap (2)

‣ Personalized and non-personalized

- Never beats the baseline!



What have we done so far?

• Query expansion/pseudo-relevance feedback

- All document fields

- Tags (3)

- Title

- Subject headings

- Wikipedia (2)

- Never beats the baseline!



What have we done so far?

• Linear combination of memory-based 
collaborative filtering + competitive baseline run

- Significant improvement over the baseline on 
2012 topic set

- No improvement over the baseline on 2013 
topic set (?)



What does this mean?

• Directions for the future

- Determine optimal collection of fields

- Stop looking at re-ranking using review scores 
or helpfulness 

- Investigate the recommendation aspect more!

‣ Explore the value of collaborative filtering



Questions?


